ROSE:
Rosa 'Blue Girl'' to Rosa 'America'
Rosa
$$plantID:1502$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Blue Girl' Blue Girl Hybrid Tea Rose
This rose has been sought after for decades due to its bigorous nature and its double, clear lavender
flowers that appear throughout the summer, ready to be cut for any long stem bouquet. A light, fruity
flowers scent adds to the intrigue of this very popular selection.

j

H: 3-4" W: 2-3" Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1502$$

$$plantID:8365$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Canyon Road' PP28541 Rosa 'Meiscarlebo'
NEW!

j

H: 3-4" W: 3-4" Zones: 5-9

Rosa 'Europeana'

$$plantID:8365$$

$$plantID:1505$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Europeana' Europeana Rose
A tried and true favorite that's the benchmark for red Floribundas. Huge clusters of flowers can, at times,
obscure the plant on this great heat performer.

j

H: 4-5' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1505$$

$$plantID:4563$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Hansa' Hansa Landscape Shrub Rose

j

H: 4-5' W: 4-5' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:4563$$

$$plantID:4928$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Red Streamer' Red Streamer Climbing Rose
NEW!

j

Rosa 'Blue Girl''

H: 6-8' W: 6-8' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:4928$$

$$plantID:8378$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Wild Blue Yonder' Grandiflora Rose

j

H: 4-5" W: 3-4" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:8378$$

$$plantID:3926$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Above and Beyond™ PP24,463 Above and Beyond™ rose
NEW! This is a truly unique climbing rose for cold climates. Above and Beyond™
combines extreme cane hardiness, reliable spring flowering, vigorous growth and a
unique color in hardy roses. Orange flower buds open in prolific clusters of five or more
apricot colored semi-double to double flowers. Plants bloom in mid-to-late spring with
sporadic repeat flowering in summer. With extreme cane hardiness, Above and Beyond™ can be a
climber or a nice large free standing shrub in colder regions where plant dieback from cold is not an
issue. Very resistant to fungal diseases. Bred by Dr. David Zlesak. First Editions.

j

H: 9-14' W: 10-14' Zones: 3-7

$$plantID:3926$$

$$plantID:2630$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Abraham Darby® PP8688 Abraham Darby® English Rose
NEW! Old fashioned, large 5" cupped, very fragrant blooms of rich shades of apricot at
times touched with gold. 100 petals. The flowers are produced in good numbers throughout
the season on a great plant with disease resistance. May also be grown as a climbing rose.
Glossy green foliage. Continually blooming. Outstanding! David Austin Roses.

j

H: 4-5' W: 4-5' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:2630$$

$$plantID:1493$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa America PP#3,682 America Climbing Rose
A time tested, proven performer, 'America' blooms proudly throughout the growing season with masses
of coral-pink flowers on new or old wood. This selection loves the heat of the summer to put on its best
show, but always has a divine, spicy aroma that fills the air whenever flowers are present.

j

H: 10-12" W: 10-12" Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1493$$

Rosa Above and Beyond™
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ROSE:
Rosa ‘Angel Face to Rosa 'Blanc Double De Coubert'
$$plantID:3834$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Angel Face Angel Face Floribunda Rose
NEW! Striking, ruffled lavender flowers with mauve edges borne singly or in bunches. Repeat
blooming with a sweet citrus scent.

j

H: 4-5' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3834$$

$$plantID:2646$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Anna's Promise PPAF Anna's Promise Rose
NEW! Big, grandiflora blooms are a unique tan with pink blush color starting in June and continuing all
summer.

j
Rosa ‘Angel Face

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:2646$$

$$plantID:3891$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Apricot Candy™ PP#21,284 Apricot Candy™ Hybrid Tea Rose
NEW! Apricot Candy' is sweet yet spicy. Soft, ruffled edged light Apricot petals contrast nicely with the
soft green foliage on its long stems. The fragrance that surrounds this Hybrid Tea, however, is
decadently fresh and spicy. Perfect for cut flowers in every room! Above average disease resistance and
proven performance across a broad range of conditions.

j

H: 5-6' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3891$$

$$plantID:1161$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Anna's Promise' PPAF

Rosa Apricot Drift® Apricot Drift Rose
(Northern Hardy) Get ready for a season long display of double Apricot colored
flowers that start in mid May and continue right on into early fall. This low, compact,
spreading wonder will fill a small space perfectly with its deep, dark green, glossy
foliage and its desire to keep the color coming! Easy to grow and maintain, Apricot
Drift® thrives in full sun, is perfect for grouping or outstanding when used with
annuals and perennials in a mixed planter for your deck or patio Drift Roses.

j

H: 12-18" W: 2-3' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1161$$

$$plantID:3792$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa At Last® PP27,541 At Last® Rose
It's the dawn of a new day for roses: At Last® combines all the romance of a fragrant, fullypetaled tea rose with the no-nonsense practicality of a disease-resistant landscape rose. No
spraying is required to enjoy a non-stop display of large, sweetly perfumed sunset-orange
blossoms from late spring through frost. Handsome, glossy foliage and a vigorous, rounded
habit makes it ideal for use in the landscape or the flower garden. Proven Winners.

j

H: 30-36" W: 30-36" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3792$$

$$plantID:4681$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Bathsheba™ Bathsheba™ English Rose
NEW! A vigorous repeat-flowering short climber, bearing many petalled rosettes. The blooms are a
beautiful blend of colours, giving the overall impression of rich apricot. They have a superb myrrh
fragrance - floral and warm in character, with hints of honey. David Austin Roses.

j

H: 8-10' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:4681$$

$$plantID:8670$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Belinda's Blush PPAF Belinda's Blush Rose
NEW!

j

H: 4-6" W: 3-4" Zones: 5-10

$$plantID:8670$$

Rosa 'Apricot Drift®'

$$plantID:1526$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Blanc Double De Coubert Blanc Double de Coubert Hybrid Rugosa Rose
(Northern Hardy) Tough and durable, this rugosa hybrid loves to show off with big, double white flowers
and a sweet scent that will have you coming back for more. 'Blanc' is very adaptable to tough landscape
locations, is own-root, disease-resistant, hardy, and produces a wonderful fall show with showy, orangered hips that birds love!

j

H: 4-5' W: 4-5' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1526$$

Rosa At Last®
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ROSE:
Rosa ‘Blushing Knock Out®’ to
$$plantID:1527$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Blushing Knock Out® PP14700 Blushing Knock Out® Rose
A soft pink colored sport of "knockout" this selection offers the same incredible disease
resistance as its parent in a soft, pastel color that blends perfectly with so many plants in the
landscape. This plant's dense, spreading form is a flower factory from June through frost
with gobs of 2 to 2.5" diameter single flowers with showy yellow centers covering the plant
and showing brillantly against a dark green foliage backdrop. Use "Blushing Knockout" in
groups to bring low maintenance, season long color to big areas or just use it as a single specimen that
will never have you wanting for bloom. Knockout Roses.

j

H: 2-3' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1527$$

Rosa Brite Eyes™

$$plantID:2632$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Boscobel PP25064 Boscobel English Rose
'Boscobel' bears beautifully formed flowers of rich salmon colouring. They commence as
red buds which open at first to pretty cups, gradually developing into perfectly formed
blooms of classic rosette formation. The numerous small petals are of varying shades,
mingling to provide a most pleasing effect.The delightful, medium-strong myrrh fragrance
has a hawthorn character with hints of elderflower, pear and almond. It forms an upright
shrub of medium size, with dark green, glossy foliage. It is vigorous and healthy. David Austin Roses.

j

H: 3-3' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:2632$$

$$plantID:3308$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Brilliant™ Veranda® Brilliant™ Veranda® Floribunda Rose
NEW! The Veranda® collection is reminiscent of classic English garden roses, but have the breeding of
modern roses, offering abundant nostalgic blooms on a disease resistant, vigorous plants. Shocking redorange flowers contrasted with glossy, bright green foliage make this the center of attention on the patio
or in the garden. This compact rose repeats throughout the summer providing color all season long.

j

Rosa ‘Blushing Knock Out®’

H: 24-36" W: 18-24" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3308$$

$$plantID:5218$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Brindabella Roses® Purple Prince PP26364 Floribunda Rose

j

H: 3-5" W: 3-4" Zones: 4-9

$$plantID:5218$$

$$plantID:8545$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Brindeabella Roses® Pink Princess Pink Princess Rose
NEW!

j

H: 3-4" W: 3-4" Zones: 3-8

Rosa 'Boscobel'

$$plantID:8545$$

$$plantID:3303$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Brite Eyes™ PP17,391 Brite Eyes™ Climbing Rose
NEW! Another breakthrough rose from Will Radler, the breeder of The Knock Out® Rose. The soft
salmon color and bright yellow eye will add color and beautiful spicy fragrance to your landscape. It will
grow no taller than 8', making this rose a perfect addition for small gardens. Highly spot resistant.

j

H: 7-8' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3303$$

$$plantID:3892$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Calypso Calypso Shrub Rose
Your Easy Elegance Calypso Rose is sure to astound you with its abundance of fluffy
double blooms of bewitching "elegance" that are so "easy" to care for. The floriferous
blooms appear in clusters upon the glossy, green foliage. Varying shades of apricot grace
the delicate petals of Calypso, which begins its bloom in early summer and continues on
until frost.

j

Rosa Brilliant™ Veranda®

H: 24-30" W: 24-30" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3892$$

Rosa Brindeabella Roses® Pink Princess
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ROSE:
Rosa 'Campfire' to Rosa Charlotte™
$$plantID:2529$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Campfire PPAF Campfire Rose
NEW! An exciting rose from the Canadian Artist Rose series, Campfire has exceptional
hardiness combined with eye-catching blooms & bright glossy foliage. Shapely buds with
yellow & red tones open to semi-double flowers of yellow, edged in a deep rosy pink. As
the season progresses, the pink edging becomes more prominent and produces an
incredible smoldering blend of yellow and deep pink blooms that continue until frost. Dark green glossy
foliage has excellent disease resistance; stems are smooth with only the occasional short thorns.
Campfire's luminescent blooms on a compact shrub will light up a landscape. Named in honor of Tom
Thomson, one of the foremost artist in Canadian history. First Editions.
Rosa 'Campfire'

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 3-7

$$plantID:2529$$

$$plantID:1946$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Cancan™ PP#21430 Cancan™ Climbing Rose
Beautiful cup-like flowers are semi-double with deep magenta petals combined with a creamy white
center and outside of the petal. Continuous flowering and excellent disease resistance makes this a great
choice for the trellis or fence line. Bred by Bill Radler, the breeder of The Knock Out Rose.

j

H: 6-10' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:1946$$

$$plantID:1183$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Cancan&#8482;

Rosa Carding Mill™ Carding Mill™ English Rose
You won't be able to keep your eyes off 'Carding Mill' when it blooms…if you do you
might miss part of the ever changing color show that will make this plant famous among
tour friends. Dense, upright plants begin to bloom in late May and early June with big,
double, cupped flowers tht start off with a bold peachy orange hue that gradually, day by
day, changes and evolves to soft apricot-pink at maturity. The ever changing show makes
for great viewing and can be repeated at length throughout the summer because of its strong reblooming
ability. "Carding Mill' is hardy, disease resistant and offers one of the strongest, most charmingly fruity
aromas of any of the David Austin Roses. You'll love cutting one of these beauties to brighten up your
home. David Austin Roses.

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1183$$

$$plantID:1162$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Carding Mill™

Rosa Carefree Wonder Carefree Wonder Rose
Carefree and colorful, 'Carefree Wonder' is the ideal rose for your landscape if you are a beginner or a
rose growing pro because it is so floriferous, yet so problem-free with none of the disease problems that
can plague other roses. You'll be amazed at the steady stream of double, 4" diameter, sweatheart pink
flowers that will bloom above deep green, shiny foliage from late May through September. Added to the
never ending flower show is a light flower fragrance that adds a subtle freshness to the garden, and a fall
and winter display of small orange to red hips that birds love! Plant this in full sun and well-drained soil,
and even try using it planted in a mass or as an informal, blooming small hedge.

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1162$$

$$plantID:3201$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Champagne Wishes Champagne Wishes Shrub Rose
NEW! Clusters of pale apricot buds open fully to antique white with just a hint of apricot
before fading to a clear white. Combines beautifully with perennials in a mixed border, or
as a refined low hedge. Comes with the renowned Easy Elegance Rose repeat blooming
and disease resistance. Easy Elegance Roses.

j
Rosa 'Carefree Wonder'

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 4-9

$$plantID:3201$$

$$plantID:1184$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Charlotte™ PP9008 Charlotte™® English Rose
Handsome and colorful, Charlotte™ is an aggressive growing, upright bush that blooms
brilliantly throughout the summer displaying bunches of 3.4-4" diameter, rich, butteryyellow, cup shaped blossoms that age lighter on the outer petals to give mature flowers a
sensational bi-color look. Crisp, light to medium green foliage generously fills out this
robust plant that will have your garden in color for weeks on end. 'Charlotte' loves full sun
and will perform perfectly as a specimen or grouped for spectacular blooming power. David Austin
Roses.

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1184$$

Rosa Champagne Wishes
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ROSE:
Rosa Cherry Partait™ to Rosa 'Coral Drift®'
$$plantID:3858$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Cherry Parfait™ Cherry Parfait™ Grandiflora Rose
NEW! Spectacular summer long show as buds open in late May to reveal brilliant red and white
bicolored, multi-petaled flowers.

j

H: 2-3' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:3858$$

$$plantID:4562$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Cherrytini Cherrytini Floribunda Rose
NEW! This floribunda provides excellent contrast in the garden with its rich, red double
flower rosette and dark green foliage. It is disease resistant and also attracts butterflies
and pollinators. Plants That Work.

j

H: 3-4'

Zones: 5-9

Rosa Cherry Partait™

$$plantID:4562$$

$$plantID:1952$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Clare Austin PP19465 Claire Austin English Rose
‘Claire Austin’ bears pleasingly cupped buds of a pale lemon shade which gradually open to
form large, creamy-white flowers of typical English Musk delicacy; their petals perfectly
arranged in concentric circles, with a few more loosely arranged in the centre. They have a
strong fragrance based on myrrh with dashes of meadowsweet, vanilla and heliotrope. It
forms an elegant, arching shrub with plentiful, medium green foliage. Strong and
particularly healthy. Undoubtedly our finest white rose to date. Claire Austin is David Austin’s daughter.
David Austin Roses.

j

H: 4-5' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8
Rosa Cherrytini

$$plantID:1952$$

$$plantID:8732$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Cloud 10™ PP24295 Climbing Rose
NEW!

j

H: 7-8" W: 4-6" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:8732$$

$$plantID:4014$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Color Cocktail Color Cocktail Rose
NEW! Get ready to rave about this strong blooming, easy to grow, disease resistant Rose
that just can't seem to turn off the color. Glossy, deep green leaves on low arching stems
serve as the backdrop for masses of buds that open yellow and quickly morph to pink as
the flowers age giving a unique, multi-colored look that is breathtaking!

j

H: 2-3' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:4014$$

Rosa 'Clare Austin'
$$plantID:3888$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Como Park Como Park Rose
Como Park' is one beautiful, tough rose, with proven exceptional cold hardiness. Its compact, rounded
form will be covered from top to bottom in medium red, double blossoms. Dark green foliage unfurls
with a touch of red and stays clean all season long. Plant in groups for a bright accent.

j

H: 2-3' W: 2-4' Zones: 4-9

$$plantID:3888$$

$$plantID:1164$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Coral Drift® PP19,148 Coral Drift Rose
(Northern Hardy) Coral Drift® craves attention and it gets it with a mind-numbing
display of vibrant coral-orange, semi-double blooms that keep on coming from mid
May to mid fall! Whle perfect for small spaces in the ground or grouping to fill larger
ones to form a low maintenance groundcover, Coral Drift® may be even more showy
with its medium to dark green, clean, disease tolerant foliage and need to bloom
continuously, in a mixed deck container where its blooming power and well behaved stature will garner
constant nods of admiration!

j

H: 12-18" W: 2-3' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1164$$
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ROSE:
Rosa 'Darcey Bussell' to Rosa ‘Double Pink Knock Out®’
$$plantID:1185$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Darcey Bussell'

Rosa Darcey Bussell PP18717 Darcey Busssell English Rose
There's nothing like a crimson rose to bring out the romantic in any gardener and 'Darcey
Bussell' is the first double crimson rose to come from David Austin in nearly a decade.
Once you put this dense, very compact, yet incredibly floriferous selection in your garden,
you'll declare that it was worth waiting 10 years because it is such a landscape stand out. Its
tight, dense form is heavily budded above deep green foliage by mid May with the most
perfect, double, full flowers opening freely thereafter, forming the most perfect petal rosettes you'll ever
see. A fresh fruity fragrance accompanies each bloom and the plant blooms regularly throughout the
season to keep you enthralled for months! Even better, 'Darcey Bussell' is all romance and very little
work since it is disease resistant and hardy leaving you little to do but send dreamy, loving stares its way
all summer long! David Austin Roses.

j

H: 2-3' W: 1-2' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1185$$

$$plantID:4259$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Desdemona® Desdemona® Rose
NEW! Deep green foliage fills the rounded shape of this strong growing selection and
serves as the backdrop for big, peachey-pink buds that open up to pure white flowers with
just a hint of pink. Strong blooming with a long flower season, the open blooms of this
outstanding selection will fill the garden with it strong, almond blossom fragrance. David
Austin Roses.

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:4259$$

$$plantID:1495$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Desdemona®

Rosa Don Juan Don Juan Climbing Rose
If you're looking for a climbing rose with a fragrance that knocks your socks off, this is the one! 'Don
Juan's deep, dark red flowers bloom consistently throughout the season on old or new wood with a
strong, old rose scent that is just heavenly. Aggressive and dependable, 'Don Juan' is a real rose garden
asset.

j

H: 12-14' W: 12-14' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1495$$

$$plantID:1504$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Double Delight PP#03,847 Double Delight Hybrid Tea Rose
What a stand-out color combination with cream-colored flowers that are heavily blushed red! Prolific
bloom and a great spicy scent make this a hybrid tea to reckon with.

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1504$$

Rosa 'Don Juan'

$$plantID:1165$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Double Knock Out® PP16202 Double Knock Out® Rose
This relative of the now famous 'Knockout' is more than a "me too" plant put on the market
to take advantage of a famous great selling previous plant…much more! More compact
than its famous sibling, 'Double Knockout' features a dense, rounded form, outstanding,
disease resistant, deep gray-green foliage and loads of deep pinkish-red flowers with
multiple rows of petals as a compared to 'Knockout'. It's a great easy care rose that will
make the most rank amateur in the garden look like a pro, because it is so easy to grow, so floriferous
and so disease resistant. Plant 'Double Knockout' in groups, or in a container in a sunny spot and enjoy
the landscape magic! Knockout Roses.

j

H: 2-3' W: 3-4' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1165$$

$$plantID:1166$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Double Delight'

Rosa Double Pink Knock Out® Double Pink Knock Out® Rose
(Northern Hardy) Like its relative "Double Knockout', 'Double Pink Knockout' will offer
you a rose that is so carefree in your garden that it will remind you of the best flowering
shrub you can think of with a hundred times the color!! 'Double Pink Knockout' is a prolific
bloomer with loads of flower buds rising above its dense, compact form and deep green
foliage From May to October and opening to the sweetest double hot pink, 3" diameter
flowers you'll ever see! It's a dream garden plant for your landscape because of the color but also
because it is so carefree, so disease resistant that you'll want to mass them in any sunny spot you can find
so you can fill your yard with season long color!! Knockout Roses.

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1166$$

Rosa ‘Double Knock Out®'
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ROSE:
to Rosa Easy-to-Love® Easy Spirit™
$$plantID:3894$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Downton Abbey® Edith's Darling™ PPAF Edith's Darling™Downton Abbey®Shrub Rose
NEW! This golden, English style shrub rose is appropriately named in honour of Lady Edith's beloved
daughter Marigold, producing vibrant clusters of 3" blossoms with over 60 petals each for a dramatic,
season-long spectacle. Ruffled, cupped blooms have radiant golden centers, fading to pale yellow at the
outer edges with a light fruity fragrance. The shrub's exceptionally compact habit and lush green foliage
make it ideal for planting in containers or in the landscape.

j

H: 30-36" W: 30-36" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3894$$

$$plantID:3307$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Downton Abbey® Pretty Lady Rose™ Pretty Lady Rose™ Hybrid Tea Rose
NEW! Pretty Lady Rose™shares the beauty, grace and personality of the beloved Lady Rose of
'Downton Abbey' fame. A compact rose with dark foliage and dark pink, ruffled double blooms, fragrant
with Peony tones with a hint of spice.

j

Rosa Downton Abbey® Pretty Lady Rose™

H: 24-36" W: 18-24" Zones: 4-10

$$plantID:3307$$

$$plantID:3895$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Downton Abbey®Violet's Pride™ PPAF Violet's Pride™Downton Abbey®Floribunda Rose
NEW! Named for the imperious Dowager Countess of Grantham, Violet's Pride™ is an equally
commanding force in the garden. Pointed buds swirl open to luscious 4" blooms of rich lavender-purple,
revealing centers of bright magenta for a spectacular two-tone effect. The vigorous, compact plant is
well rounded, producing countless clusters of fruity scented blooms from spring through frost. Vigorous
growth and exceptional disease resistance.

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3895$$

$$plantID:3304$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Dublin Bay® Dublin Bay® Climbing Rose
NEW! Large, fully double, velvety red flowers will thrive in cool weather or steamy heat from spring
until the first frost. One of the best of the modern climbers with glossy, deep green foliage and a light,
spicy fragrance.

j

H: 8-10' W: 8-10' Zones: 5-10

$$plantID:3304$$

$$plantID:5219$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Easy Elegance® 'Snowdrift' PP19,036 Snowdrift Rose
NEW! The Easy Elegance Series of roses are an easy to care for shrub rose.Like a
snowdrift in summer, the habit is upright and amazingly uniform with blooms covering
the plant all the way to the ground. Gorgeous, very full, cup-shaped blossoms of creamy
white. With just a hint of apricot noticeable in the center, quite reminiscent of English
roses. Each cluster of blossoms retains its pure color before dropping cleanly. This hardy,
disease-resistant beauty is at home in any border and also makes a graceful hedge. Easy
Elegance Roses.

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4" Zones: 4-9

$$plantID:5219$$

$$plantID:4490$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Easy-to-Love® Easy Does It® PP22,587 Easy Does It® Floribunda Rose

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:4490$$

$$plantID:4242$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Easy-to-Love® Easy Going™ PP10,478 Easy Going™ Floribunda Rose
NEW!

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-9

Rosa Dublin Bay®

$$plantID:4242$$

$$plantID:4244$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Easy-to-Love® Easy Spirit™ Easy Spirit™ Floribunda Rose
NEW!

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:4244$$

Rosa Easy Elegance® 'Snowdrift'
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ROSE:
Rosa Julia Child to Rosa 'First Prize'
$$plantID:1195$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Julia Child

Rosa Easy-to-Love® Julia Child™ PP18,473 Julia Child™ Floribunda Rose
(Northern Hardy) How about this for the recipe for a perfect garden Rose? Start with a constant stream
of brilliant color that lasts throughout the summer, add in a strong, seductive scent that will have you
swooning every time you visit your garden and finish off with a compact, dense plant that clothes itself
with medium green, slightly glossy, disease resistant foliage. Sounds delicious and it sounds like the
perfect Rose for naming after that noted chef of the same name. Each of its seemingly endless supply of
buds opens dark yellow with orange tones only to morph into a beefy, multi-petaled Rose sporting a
buttery yellow color that groups together with other Roses on the plant in classic Floribunda style to
create waves of color throughout the summer. It's hard not to be seduced by this free flowering beauty
that will require only some yearly feeding from you, a full sun location in the garden and as much time
as you can contribute to enjoy the show in your landscape! (F)

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1195$$

$$plantID:1197$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Livin Easy

Rosa Easy-to-Love® Livin Easy™ Livin Easy™ Rose
(Northern Hardy) There might not be a more perfectly named Rose in describing what your life will be
like when trying to grow it..you'll be Livin' Easy! The reason is that it is one of the most easy care Roses
you can grow with amazingly little input needed from you other than getting it established and reaping
the colorful rewards. Those colorful rewards come in the form of constant waves of double apricot,
orange and yellow Roses with a hint of pink all displayed in bunches like a true Floribunda Rose. There
always seems to be color on Livin' Easy™ from spring right on into fall all on a plant that seems
impervious to disease concerns. It all adds up to the easiest, most colorful Floribuda Roses you've ever
gown with the bonus of having a sweet, garden filling fragrance to boot! Grow 'Livin' Easy™ alone as a
specimen or plant a few along with some summer blooming perennials in a sunny area for color show
that will be a garden thriller. (F)

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1197$$

$$plantID:3312$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Easy-to-Love® Take It Easy™ PPAF Take It Easy™ Floribunda Rose
NEW! Take it Easy, relax and enjoy life! You won't have much work to do in the garden after planting
this! The dark green, shiny, disease free foliage is the perfect background to showcase the many
clustering buds and flowers. Of a classic red color, this dynamite of a rose has ideal pointy and very
elegant buds. A touch of lighter pink reverse light up the show of this blooming machine.

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3312$$

$$plantID:3897$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Take It Easy™

Rosa Eden® Climber Eden® Climber Climbing Rose
NEW! Eden® is a truly spectacular climbing rose, with an abundance of fragrant, 40+ petaled, repeat
blooms. The combination of the soft pink and creamy white coloration along the dark green, glossy
foliage has attracted gardeners world wide, winning the World Federation of Rose Societies "World's
Best Rose" in 2006. Extremely winter hardy and disease resistant.

j

H: 8-12' W: 4-6' Zones: 5-10

$$plantID:3897$$

$$plantID:2633$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Falstaff™ PP13315 Falstaff™ English Rose
NEW! Falstaff bears large crimson flowers with a shallow, cupped shape. They are of
exquisite form and quality, packed with numerous petals which interfold at the center. This
helps to create a lovely, glowing effect within an enclosed saucer of outer petals. The
blooms are a rich, dark crimson coloring at first, eventually turning to a wonderful shade of
rich purple. There is a powerful Old Rose fragrance. The growth is strong, bushy and rather
upright, with the flowers nodding nicely on the stem. Works well as a climber when trained. David
Austin Roses.

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:2633$$

$$plantID:1506$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa First Prize First Prize Hybrid Tea Rose
Aptly named, this hybrid tea's large flowers of swirling shades of rose-pink make for one of the best
cutting roses in the garden.

j

H: 5-6' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1506$$

Rosa Falstaff™
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ROSE:
Rosa 'Flower Carpet Amber' to Rosa 'Flower Carpet- Scarlet'
$$plantID:1167$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Flower Carpet Amber Amber Flower Carpet Rose
(Northern Hardy) Get ready to be dazzled by 'Amber', the third member of the new
generation of Flower Carpet® Roses that is characterized by superb vigor, disease
resistance, foliage and flower power. 'Amber' will not disappoint in any of these
categories as it produces the shiniest of red emerging, deep green matured foliage on
arching stems that form a tight, spreading, mounding carpet of green that fills itself
with buds by mid to late May. The season long flower show that follows is breathtaking with golden
amber double blossoms emerging then maturing to a soft apricot-pink with age. The parade of bloom
doesn't end until October on this plant that is tough, easy to grow and easy to love. Plant a group of
'Amber' in full sun and watch them fill an area of your landscape with such ease you'll wonder if it really
is a rose or just the best long blooming flowering shrub you've ever found!! Flower Carpet Rose.

j

Rosa 'Flower Carpet Amber'

H: 1-2' W: 5-6' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1167$$

$$plantID:1186$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Flower Carpet Apple Blossom Apple Blossom Flower Carpet Rose
(Northern Hardy) Same great form, foliage, and bloom power as its pink cousin, but
with a soft, light pink double bloom that will add a subtle touch to any bank or
hillside planting! Flower Carpet Rose.

j

H: 1-2' W: 4-5' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1186$$

$$plantID:1458$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Flower Carpet Pink Splash Flower Carpet Pink Splash Rose
Flower Carpet Rose.

j

H: 23-31" W: 36-40" Zones: 5-10

Rosa 'Flower Carpet Apple Blossom'

$$plantID:1458$$

$$plantID:1189$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Flower Carpet Pink Supreme Pink Supreme Flower Carpet Rose
(Northern Hardy) You'll be stunned by the shot of color and vigor this new selection
will add to the Flower Carpet® series! Deep green, shiny, disease-resistant foliage
grows vigorously to form a low, spreading, mounding plant that soon covers itself
with buds. As they start cracking, you'll notice this is not your ordinary pink Flower
Carpet... it's 'supreme' with hot, fuscia pink color. Semi-double form and a will to
bloom will make you shake your head in admiration! With color throughout the season and an incredibly
easy care nature, this may soon be your flower carpet favorite. Flower Carpet Rose.

j

Rosa 'Flower Carpet Pink Supreme'

H: 1-2' W: 5-7' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1189$$

$$plantID:1191$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Flower Carpet Scarlet Scarlet Flower Carpet Rose
(Northern Hardy) Here's a rose that will take carefree to a new level in your garden!
'Flower Carpet® Scarlet' is the latest in the Flower Carpet® line and, like all the roses
in this group, it is extremely disease resistant, easy to care for and incredibly
rewarding. It sports deep green, lustrous foliage on a dense, low, spreading plant that
stays compact and stays in bloom for a long time as buds form and open in May to
reveal clusters of scarlet red, double flowers that continue in waves throughout the summer until frost.
Like its Flower Carpet® brethren, 'Scarlet' loves a sunny area, will tolerate hot, dry areas, and loves
being massed in big groups to put on a non-stop flower show in the landscape. It will even look great in
a container on a deck giving great color without a lot of care. Flower Carpet Rose.

j

H: 24-32" W: 38-40" Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1191$$
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ROSE:
Rosa 'Flower Carpet- Coral' to Rosa 'Garden Art Macys Pride'
$$plantID:1187$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Flower Carpet- Coral Coral Flower Carpet Rose
(Northern Hardy) Wow! What a bullet proof beauty! Anthony Tesselaar's newest
Flower Carpet® introduction will have you doing a double take when you first see it.
The first you'll notice is incredibly dark, shiny foliage that looks artificial. The next
thing you'll notice is an aggressive spreading form that is perfect for covering ground
in mass plantings and hillside areas. Finally, you'll marvel at the profusion of single,
coral colored flowers that seem to constantly grace the plant and the incredible hardiness and disease
resistance the plant boasts. Add it all together and you have a new Flower Carpet® Rose that's worth
getting excited about! Flower Carpet Rose.
Rosa 'Flower Carpet- Coral'

j

H: 1-2' W: 5-6' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1187$$

$$plantID:1188$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Flower Carpet- Pink Pink Flower Carpet Rose
(Northern Hardy) The old standby that still keeps on performing. Vigorous and
spreading, this plant is awash with double, deep pink flowers throughout the growing
season and is nearly care free with glossy, disease-resistant foliage. Flower Carpet
Rose.

j

H: 2-3' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1188$$

$$plantID:1190$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Flower Carpet Red'

Rosa Flower Carpet- Red Red Flower Carpet Rose
(Northern Hardy) This brassy addition to the Flower Carpet® line-up deserves the
rave reviews it has received. Bold, bright red flowers are single in form and prolific
throughout the season. Vigorous and strongly spreading, this selection will really
cover some ground that will look all the better for that coverage! Flower Carpet Rose.

j

H: 2-3' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1190$$

$$plantID:1192$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Flower Carpet- White White Flower Carpet Rose
(Northern Hardy) Double white bloom and trailing form will make your landscape
look like a blanket of snow in summer when this is flowering full tilt! This selection is
vigorous and exhibits terrific glossy, deep green foliage. Flower Carpet Rose.

j

H: 1-2' W: 4-5' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1192$$

$$plantID:1193$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Flower Carpet- White'

Rosa Flower Carpet- Yellow Yellow Flower Carpet Rose
(Northern Hardy) Finally! Consumers have been clamoring for this color and it is
finally here and ready to take the market by storm. 'Flower Carpet® Yellow' will really
draw your attention before it even blooms with its slightly upright yet spreading form
and its amazingly glossy, apple-green foliage. Top that with a never ending supply of
buds that open to bunches of lemon-yellow, double flowers throughout the season and
you and your customers will be hooked! Its disease resistant nature and northern hardiness will only add
to the 'Flower Carpet® Yellow' mystique! Flower Carpet Rose.

j

H: 2-2' W: 5-6' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1193$$

$$plantID:1168$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Garden Art Macys Pride'

Rosa Garden Art Macys Pride Macys Pride Garden Art Rose
(Northern Hardy) This plant was so stunning it was selected by Macy's to mark their centennial! You'll
see what all the fuss is about the first time this plant blooms. Big, lemon-yellow buds open to beefy,
double creamy white flowers that form bunches that nearly obscure glossy, medium green, disease
resistant foliage. Recurrent bloom and dense, rounded form complete the beautiful picture of this own
root, zone 4, hardy rose.

j

H: 4-5'

Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1168$$
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ROSE:
Rosa 'Garden Art Super Hero' to Rosa 'Golden Showers'
$$plantID:1169$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Garden Art Super Hero Super Hero Rose
(Northern Hardy) If your landscape is looking for a savior, 'Super Hero' is your plant! More than a great
rose, 'Super Hero' is a low care, very rewarding flowering shrub that will thrill you with its landscape
heroics from late May through September. With its everblooming nature, strong resistance to disease and
spectacular, bright red, Hybrid Tea-like flowers, this plant begs to be the center of attention and always
delivers in the clutch when planted in any full sun location with moist, well-drained soil. 'Super Hero'
won't limit its good deeds to the garden... its bloom is perfect for cutting and bringing in the house to
help make your home a better place to live, too!

j

H: 3-5' W: 3-4' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1169$$

Rosa 'Garden Art Super Hero'

$$plantID:1170$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Garden Path Sunrise Sunset Sunrise Sunset Rose
(Northern Hardy) It's hard not to be impressed by the sheer blooming power of this low, spreading
charmer. Two inch diameter, multi-petaled flowers appear in abundance in mid-May and don't stop for a
breather until late September, continually showing off their terrific bright fuschia color belnded with
apricot at each petal base. It's a real stunner in bloom and a real aggressive grower that fends off disease
as well as any rose you''ll see, with its shiny, blue-green foliage remaining blemish free and beautiful
behind the constant flood of tasty bloom. 'Sunrise Sunset' is perfect for grouping in sunny areas to cover
ground and produce an outstanding, easy care landscape show.

j

H: 2-3' W: 3-4' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1170$$

$$plantID:8366$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Garden Sun™ Garden Sun™ Climbing Rose
NEW! Great disease resistance and winter hardiness. One of the most prolific bloomers and will hold
well in the heat as well as in the vase. Multi-layers of petals have a golden yellow and when blooming
has a slight fragrance. Allow to grow up a trellis or any other vertical surface that you'd like to fill with
color.

j

Rosa 'Garden Path Sunrise Sunset'

H: 10-12" W: 2-4" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:8366$$

$$plantID:3898$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Gilded Sun™ PPAF Gilded Sun™ Floribunda Rose
NEW! Finally, a vivid, lemony yellow rose that won't fade to drab mediocrity. This new
Star®Roses intro is upright and bushy, with glossy dark green foliage covered with longlasting clusters of pure sunshine. Excellent disease resistance.

j

H: 4-5' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3898$$

Rosa Guilded Sun
$$plantID:8737$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Gingersnap Gingersnap Rose
NEW!

j

H: 4-5" W: 3-4" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:8737$$

$$plantID:1507$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Gold Medal' Gold Medal
Great vigor and great blooming power distinguish this selection that is so little known yet so superlative
in the landscape. 'Gold Medal' is a strong . Upright power that clothes itself in deep green resistant
foliage that always seems to look great in the garden. Late May sees bunches of large buds grouped at
the top of stems colored gold, brushed with orange color that open to reveal deep, golden yellow double
flowers with a rich, fruity fragance you'll love. 'Gold medal' is one of the best rebloomers in the garden
and very dependable so be prepared for color throughout the summer and great, fragrant blooms to cut
for inside, too! Plant 'Gold Medal'in full sun with good airflow, mulch on the soil surface and feed
regularly during the growing season.

j

Rosa 'Gold Medal''

H: 4-5' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1507$$

$$plantID:1496$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Golden Showers Golden Showers Climbing Rose
A superb yellow climbing rose, this selection has a list of landscape attributes that will really make you
take notice. Big ruffled flowers, that bloom on new or old wood, seem to be always present on this freeflowering beauty, and their sweet licorice scent is truly remarkable. Combine a superb flowering habit
with beautiful foliage and strong, vigorous growth and you have a rose that is a landsscape necessity.

j

H: 12-14' W: 12-14' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1496$$

Rosa 'Golden Showers'
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ROSE:
Rosa Graham Thomas® to Rosa Home Run®
$$plantID:1207$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Graham Thomas® Graham Thomas® English Rose
Strong growing, with continuous, season-long displays of cupped, tight double flowers of
vibrant rich yellow. Strong satisfying tea fragrance, great hardiness. David Austin Roses.

j

H: 5-6' W: 4-5' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1207$$

$$plantID:2862$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa High Voltage

Rosa Grandma's Blessing PP#16,993 Grandma's Blessing Rose
Resembling a hybrid tea with large, full, dusty-pink blossoms, this beauty is so sweet it
was named it after Margaret 'Grandma' Bailey. Grandma's Blessing has a symmetrical,
vase-shaped form and dark-green, disease-resistant foliage. Stunning color combines
beautifully with many perennials. Also makes an elegant low hedge. Easy Elegance
Roses.

j

H: 2-3' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:2862$$

$$plantID:1497$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Henry Kelsey Henry Kelsey Rose
A cold hardy masterpiece, this free-flowering selection is always ready to put on a show with its clusters
of large, double, bright red flowers and its bewitching spicy fragrance. Vigorous and disease-resistant,
this own-root rose is easy to train and perfect for use on walls and fences.

j

H: 10-12' W: 10-12' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1497$$

$$plantID:2635$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Graham Thomas®

Rosa Heritage™ Heritage™ English Rose
NEW! Attractive, medium-sized blooms produced in small sprays. Their color is a very
soft, clear pink at the centre, while the outer petals are almost white. There is a beautiful
fragrance, with overtones of fruit, honey and carnation on a myrrh background. 'Heritage' is
a shapely, well-rounded shrub with strong, bushy growth and pointed, greyish-green
foliage. Almost entirely thornless. David Austin Roses.

j

H: 4-5' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:2635$$

$$plantID:3202$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Grandma's Blessing'

Rosa High Voltage High Voltage Shrub Rose
NEW! Brilliant clusters of shockingly yellow blossoms are held up high on sturdy canes.
Incredibly clean foliage compliments the fragrant, huge double blooms. This hardy shrub
rose adds a sunny shock of color to any sunny landscape or container. Upright, vaseshaped habit will stand up in the back of the border or stand out as an accent. Comes with
the renowned Easy Elegance Rose repeat blooming and disease resistance. Easy Elegance
Roses.

j

H: 3-5' W: 2-4' Zones: 4-7

$$plantID:3202$$

$$plantID:4276$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Highwire Flyer™ Highwire Flyer™ Climbing Rose
NEW! An own root, disease resistant climbing rose that is a compact grower and blooms
throughout the summer…is it a dream?? No way! It is Highwire Flyer™ and your rose
garden will never bee the same! A perfect plant for smaller rambling places, the hot pink
bloom borne in bunches will light up any landscape and will continue to so in abundant
fashion into early fall.

j
Rosa 'Henry Kelsey'

H: 4-6' W: 5-6' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:4276$$

$$plantID:1490$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Home Run® PP18,552 Home Run® Landscape Rose
Bred from 'Knock Out', that tireless, disease resistant, landscape workhorse, 'Home Run' intensifies that
plant's great gifts to create a new plant that seems artificial with its incredible bloom and complete
aversion to disease problems. It forms a dense, rounded, low profile plant, heavily packed with the
deepest green foliage that serves as the perfect background for a constant flow of showy, flame red
blossoms surrounding golden yellow stamens. The supply of flowers is unquenchable and the color is so
easy to work with, as it loses some of the purple-pink shading in 'Knockout' that sometimes looks a little
harsh. Plant this happily floriferous beauty in full sun and in groups to take advantage of its ability to put
on a hot show. Proven Winners.

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1490$$

Rosa Heritage™
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ROSE:
Rosa 'Honor - white' to Rosa Jubilee Celebration™
$$plantID:1957$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Honor Honor Hybrid Tea Rose
Fragrant, satiny white double blooms are poised on extra long stems on this upright growing tea rose. A
classically elegant choice for the garden or as a cut stem.

j

H: 4-5' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1957$$

$$plantID:1508$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Iceberg Iceberg Floribunda Rose
A superb plant for massing in the landscape, this strong-growing, hardy disease-resistant floribunda is
awash with big clusters of clear white blooms all season long. One of the best, easy care garden roses
available.

j

H: 4-5' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

Rosa 'Honor - white'

$$plantID:1508$$

$$plantID:3899$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Icecap™ PP#26,790 Icecap™ Landscape Shrub Rose
NEW! Icecap™ displays a dense flush of pure white, ruffled, cupped flowers on a
compact, rounded shrub, with the famous Star®Roses resistance to many common rose
diseases. No pink tinge on this new hybrid- these feathery blossoms are as pure white as
new fallen snow. Icecap™ is the first rose created from the combined breeding efforts of
Will Radler and Jacques Mouchotte of Meilland International.

j

H: 24-30" W: 36-42" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3899$$

$$plantID:1509$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Intrigue Intrigue Floribunda Rose
Riveting color and superb garden form make this plant, in a word, intriguing! Deep, dark green foliage is
tightly packed on a dense, rounded frame serving as a perfect backdrop to bunches of large, double
flowers that emerge an extraordinary velvety-plum purple and keep on blooming throughout the summer.
Even better, 'Intrigue' exudes a wondrously strong citrus scent that fills the garden.

j

Rosa 'Intrigue'

H: 4-5' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1509$$

$$plantID:1498$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa John Cabot John Cabot Climbing Rose
Extremely hardy with fragrant, rosy pink flowers. Free-blooming and very disease-resistant, great for
massing.

j

H: 8-10' W: 8-10' Zones: 3-8

$$plantID:1498$$

$$plantID:1510$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa John F. Kennedy John F. Kennedy Hybrid Rose
A dependable Hybrid Tea with an unusual greenish hue on young flowers that end up opening large,
very full, and rich white in color. Great for cutting.

j

Rosa 'Joseph's Coat'

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1510$$

$$plantID:1499$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Joseph's Coat Josephs Coat Climbing Rose
Huge, multi-colored flowers of red, pink, orange and yellow grace this vigorous climber. Long-blooming
and blooms on new and old wood. Great foliage.

j

H: 10-12' W: 10-12' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1499$$

$$plantID:4260$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Jubilee Celebration™ Jubilee Celebration™ Rose
NEW! This dense, compact grower will blow you away with its amazing flower power!
Deep green foliage will be obsured in late spring with large, domed flowers in an unusual
shade of rich salmon pink. Better yet, the flower show continues into the summer with
repeated rebloom that is happy to fill the garden with its exceptional aroma. David Austin
Roses.

j

Rosa 'Iceberg'

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:4260$$

Rosa Icecap™
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ROSE:
Rosa 'Kashmir' to Rosa Lavender™ Veranda®
$$plantID:1171$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Lavender™ Veranda®

Rosa Kashmir Kashmir Rose
Forget those old Hybrid Tea Roses… why even deal with them when you have an
outstading Easy Elegance Rose that gives you stunning Hybrid Tea-like flowers on a
tough, hardy plant that shrugs off disease problems with the same ease that it blooms. Big
deep red buds rise above deep green, disease resistant foliage and open to fat, heavily
petalled, 3" diameter deep, almost velvety red flowers from May until frost. The flowers
are an absolute wonder to behold and you'll have chance to behold them for months with
this plant's desire to keep the color coming. 'Kashmir' blooms are perfect for bringing inside to admire
and that may be the most work you'll have to perform on this easy going plant that can easily be one of
the most beautiful rewarding flowering shrubs you can grow in your yard. That's right... a rose that's as
easy to grow as a flowering shrub! Easy Elegance Roses.

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1171$$

$$plantID:1194$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Kiss Me Kiss Me Rose
(Northern Hardy) Stunning fragrance is the hook for this compact rose, but it is only one
of many outstanding characteristics that will have you anxious to plant more than one! It
exhibits an amazing desire to keep blooming with bunches of large, fully double, clear
pink blossoms that continue from spring to fall, filling the garden with color and sweet
scent. Highly disease resistant foliage in shades of deep green serves as an outstanding
backdrop for the constant color of this plant and reinforces its easy care nature. Plant this
small, but powerful plant in groups for a remarkable summer show.
Rosa 'Kashmir'

j

H: 2-3' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1194$$

$$plantID:1172$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Knock Out® PP11836 Knock Out® Rose
The relative of the now famous 'Knockout' is more than a "me to" plant put on the market to
take advantage of famous great selling previous plant…much more! More compact than its
sibling, 'Double Knockout' features a dense, rounded form, outstanding, disease resistant,
deep gray-green foliage and loads of deep pinkish-red flowers with multible rows of petals
as compared to 'Knockout'. It's a great easy care rose that will make the most rank amateur
in the garden look like a pro, because it is so easy to grow, so floriferous and so disease resitant. Plant
'Double Knockout' in groups, or in a container in a sunny spot and enjoy the landscape magic! Knockout
Roses.

j

H: 2-3' W: 3-4' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1172$$

Rosa 'Kiss Me'

$$plantID:2637$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Lady of Shallot PP22171 Lady of Shallot English Rose
One of the most robust and hardy roses in the collection. It is also highly resistant to disease
and it will bloom with unusual continuity throughout the season and it is an ideal rose for
the inexperienced gardener. The young buds are a rich orange-red. These open to form
chalice-shaped blooms, filled with loosely-arranged petals. Each petal has a salmon pink
upper side which contrasts beautifully with the attractive golden-yellow reverse. There is a
pleasant, warm, tea fragrance, with hints of spiced apple and cloves. Lady of Shalott quickly forms a
large, bushy shrub with slightly arching stems. The mid-green leaves have attractive, slightly bronzed
tones when young. David Austin Roses.

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:2637$$

$$plantID:8368$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa ‘Knock Out®’

Rosa Laguna® PP16,936 Climbing Rose
NEW!

j

H: 6-8" W: 3-6" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:8368$$

$$plantID:3309$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Lavender™ Veranda® Lavender™ Veranda® Floribunda Rose
NEW! The Veranda® collection is reminiscent of classic English garden roses, but have the breeding of
modern roses, offering abundant nostalgic blooms on a disease resistant, vigorous plants. Soft lavender
flowers contrasted with glossy, bright green foliage make this the center of attention on the patio or in
the garden. This compact rose repeats throughout the summer providing color all season long.

j

H: 24-36" W: 18-24" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3309$$

Rosa 'Lady of Shallot'
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ROSE:
Rosa Lemon Fizz Kolorscape® to Rosa Mother of Pearl™
$$plantID:4687$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Lemon Fizz Kolorscape® PP 24,195 Lemon Fizz Kolorscape® Rose
NEW! This long blooming rose will provide a border or container with a splash of deep-yellow color,
spring through fall. It's self cleaning so maintenance is low, and no deadheading is needed.

j

H: 36-48" W: 24-28" Zones: 4-9

$$plantID:4687$$

$$plantID:2831$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Livin' La Vida® PP27,370 Livin La Vida® Landscape Rose
NEW! The remarkable bright coral to flamingo pink flowers pop against the glossy, dark
green foliage. This continous blooming rose produces lots of showy, full blooms with a
high petal count. Excellent container plant as well as a great landscape plant. Proven
Winners.

j

Rosa Lemon Fizz Kolorscape®

H: 2-3' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:2831$$

$$plantID:1511$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Love Love Grandiflora Rose
Stricking beauty is the calling card of this productive Glandiflora with its profuse flower production and
its amazing two-toned scarlet backed by white petals! 'Love' eye-catching flowers fill the plant spring
through fall in big bunches that beg you to cut them and show off inside. New growth is red, turning to
deep green for added beauty.

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1511$$

$$plantID:3636$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Miracle on the Hudson™ PPAF Miracle on the Hudson™ Rose
NEW! Named to honor the heroic crew and passengers of Flight 1549, this amazing rose
gives easy care color all summer long! Miracle on the Hudson™ is an award-winning,
bright red shrub rose with continuous blooms, strong disease resistance and low
maintenance.

j

Rosa ‘Livin' La Vida®’

H: 3-4' W: 18-24' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:3636$$

$$plantID:1512$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Mister Lincoln Mister Lincoln Hybrid Tea Rose
A dependable Hybrid Tea that keeps on giving velvety, rich red flowers with strong demask scent
thoughout the growing season.

j

H: 4-5' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1512$$

$$plantID:3576$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Morden Fireglow Morden Fireglow Shrub Rose
NEW! This low growing Parkland Series rose has elegant pointed buds and beautiful cupped flowers
that glow orange red and scarlet reverse.

j

Rosa 'Love'

H: 18-24" W: 30-36" Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:3576$$

$$plantID:3900$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Mother of Pearl™ PP#18,707 Mother of Pearl™ Grandiflora Rose
NEW! This oh-so-sweet grandiflora rose starts with medium buds that open to display clusters of fully
double, light pink blossoms with peachy overtones on clean, semi-glossy foliage. The scent is a soft and
light, like the delicate coloration of the pastel blooms. Its winter hardiness and high resistance to black
spot make this a highly regarded rose by growers and gardeners alike. VotedBest Shrub Roseby Birds &
Blooms Magazine in 2014!

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3900$$

Rosa 'Miracle On The Hudson'

Rosa 'Mister Lincoln'
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ROSE:
Rosa 'Munstead Wood' to Rosa 'Oklahoma'
$$plantID:1198$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Music Box

Rosa Munstead Wood PP19876 Munstead Wood English Rose
(Northern Hardy) There is nothing that draws as many 'ooohs' and 'aaahs' in the Rose world
as a deep crimson colored Rose. Leave it to David Austin to deliver one of the deep best
crimson Roses in years in the form of 'Munstead Wood'. The plant itself is a compact
growing powerhouse with deep green foliage densely held to its branches while new foliage
has a contrasting scarlet tinge. Buds are in constant supply from spring right on until fall,
opening to a continuous display of fully double, deeply cupped flowers that feature slightly lighter
colored petals along the outer edges of the bloom that contrast beautifully with the velour-like, deep
crimson petals closer to the center. As they age, the flowers widen and become less cupped and release a
strong, mouth watering, old rose fragrance in the garden. 'Munstead Rose' displays great disease
resistance and a penchant for being in color for long stretches of the summer meaning you will have an
ample supply of fragrant blooms to bring inside. Plant this selection in full sun and feed it at least once a
year for best performance. David Austin Roses.

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1198$$

$$plantID:3204$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Music Box Music Box Shrub Rose
NEW! An exhibition of color, 'Music Box' sings with double blooms of creamy yellow
centers surrounded by delicate pink blends. An everblooming mound of blossoms sits
atop glossy medium green foliage that is resistant to disease. An ideal accent that will
bring harmony to your garden. Easy Elegance Roses.

j

H: 3-6' W: 3-5' Zones: 4-9

$$plantID:3204$$

Rosa 'Munstead Wood'

$$plantID:3901$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa My Girl PP#19,952 My Girl Shrub Rose
Deep pink buds are held in clusters of 5 to 30, opening to ruffled blossoms so full they almost hide the
bright yellow centers. Foliage is exceptionally spot resistant and nearly evergreen on a compact, upright
plant. Excellent reblooming and spectacular color makes 'My Girl' a dazzling color statement in any
sunny landscape.

j

H: 3-5' W: 3-5' Zones: 4-9

$$plantID:3901$$

$$plantID:3577$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Navy Lady PP23,288 Navy Lady Rose
NEW!

j

H: 2-3' W: 2-3' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:3577$$

$$plantID:1949$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa New Dawn New Dawn Climbing Rose
NEW! This repeat blooming rose has captivated the world with its large, blush-pink double flowers that
bloom profusely until frost. Its abundance of fragrant flowers has made it so enticing, in fact, thatNew
Dawn was voted the most popular rose in the world at the 11th World Convention of Rose Societies!
Butterflies adore this rose, which can be grown as a shrub, but is more well-known for its excellence as a
climber.

j

H: 8-12' W: 3-6' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1949$$

$$plantID:1514$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa ‘Navy Lady’

Rosa Oklahoma Oklahoma Hybrid Tea Rose
Seductively dark in color and always dependable about delivering the flowering goods, 'Oklahoma' is an
old school rose that still has what it takes to show up all the newcomers. Its dense, bushy form is
populated by large, deep green leaves giving it a dense landscape appearance and great backing for big,
beefy buds that top long stems starting in late May. These buds open to show off nearly black, velvet red
blooms that are as big as they are fragrant. This deep, black-red color is rare in the garden making
'Oklahoma' even more valuable for anyone that's a sucker for deep, lush color. Its blooms are plentiful so
be sure to bring some inside to shine in a vase in a prominent place. Plant 'Oklahoma' in full sun with
good airflow, mulch on the soil surface and regular feeding during the growing season. (H)

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1514$$

Rosa 'New Dawn'
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ROSE:
to Rosa ‘Oso Easy® Hot Paprika™’
$$plantID:3902$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Olivia Rose Austin Olivia Rose Austin Shrub Rose
NEW! Named after the daughter of David Austin Jr., 'Olivia Rose' has a classic Old Rose
formation, beginning as cupped buds and gradually opening to become shallowly cupped
rosettes of soft pink. These have a strong, pleasing fragrance with distinct fruity edge that
contrast beautifully with the delicate nature of the flowers.Vigorous, versatile and an
excellent repeat bloomer, its foliage is glossy and is one of the most disease-resistant
varieties grown by this world reknowned English Rose breeder.

j

H: 36-40" W: 30-36" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3902$$

$$plantID:1515$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Olympiad Olympiad Hybrid Tea Rose
Named to commemorate the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games, this strong growing Hybrid Tea will be
happy to grace your garden and a vase or two around your home with spectacular redder than red, single,
long stem roses from late spring through the summer. 'Olympiad' is still hot today due to its unmatched
flower color and form that is equally irresistible to the homeowner and rose expert alike. The stunning
bloom is fully double, medium to large sized, lightly fragrant and always ready to put on a show. The
bush itself is vigorous and upright so give it room to move along with providing it full sun, good airflow,
mulch on the soil surface and regular feeding during the growing season. (H)

j

H: 4-5' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1515$$

$$plantID:4017$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Oranges & Lemons PP9,191 Oranges & Lemons Landscape Shrub Rose

j

H: 6-8' W: 3-6' Zones: 5-8

Rosa 'Olympiad'

$$plantID:4017$$

$$plantID:3903$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Orchid Romance™ PP#23,582 Orchid Romance™ Floribunda Rose
NEW! Impossible to ignore, Orchid Romance™ beckons with a compelling citrusy scent. The color
ranges from medium to dark pink with undertones of lavender. Orchid Romance™ is sure to outperform
other roses of its class with minimum care required. Orchid Romance™ was selected as theBest Double
Roseby Birds & Blooms in 2014.

j

H: 48-54" W: 30-36" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3903$$

$$plantID:1173$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Oso Easy® Cherry Pie USPP 19,258 Oso Easy® Cherry Pie Rose
If only good Cherry Pies were as easy to make as Rosa Oso Easy® Cherry Pie is to grow!
Perched above shiny, dark green, disease resistant foliage, Oso Easy® Cherry Pie sprouts
an abundance of cherry red, single flowers with striking, white centers surrounding brilliant
gold stamens. Not one to be stingy with the bloom, this selection is covered with flowers
starting in late May and it will continue to bloom in its tasty Cherry Pie way throughout the
summer especially if you do just a little light pruning. Like all the Oso Easy® Roses selections, Cherry
Pie is as rewarding and trouble free as the best flowering shrub in your yard...maybe even more
rewarding since few shrubs will bloom as long or as hard as this plant. Plant it alone or in mass plantings
in any sunny area that needs some pizzazz and flower power. Proven Winners.

j

H: 2-3' W: 3-5' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1173$$

$$plantID:2832$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Oso Easy® Double Red PP26,298 Oso Easy® Double Red Landcape Rose
NEW! A floriferous new easy-growing rose with an abundance of bright red, doubled
blooms with orange undertones. A great plant for mass plantings. May also be incorporated
into mixed borders. Proven Winners.

j

H: 2-3' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:2832$$

$$plantID:3979$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Oso Easy® Hot Paprika™ USPPAF Oso Easy® Hot Paprika™ Landscape rose
NEW! Spice up your landscape! Oso Easy® Paprika rose is a landscape classic - and now,
it has a modern update. Meet Oso Easy Hot Paprika™ - like its namesake, it flowers from
early summer through frost on a versatile, low-growing plant. It also shares its outstanding
hardiness and disease resistance. Its flowers, however, light up the garden in an electric
glowing orange for a bold new look. Proven Winners.

j

H: 12-24" W: 12-24" Zones: 3-9

$$plantID:3979$$

Rosa ‘Oso Easy® Cherry Pie’
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ROSE:
Rosa ‘Oso Easy® Italian Ice®’ to Rosa Oso Easy Peachy Cream
$$plantID:2833$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Oso Easy® Italian Ice® USPP 26,532 Oso Easy® Italian Ice® Rose
This long blooming, disease resistant rose is a summer thriller with a continuous stream of
fat orange buds that open to show off yellow double flowers with pink edges from May
through September. Long blooming for all summer color. Easy care and disease resistant.
Perfect for massing in the landscape. Easily mixed with summer blooming perennials to put
on a real summer show. Proven Winners.

j

H: 18-24" W: 18-30" Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:2833$$

$$plantID:2190$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa ‘Oso Easy® Lemon Zest’

Rosa Oso Easy® Lemon Zest USPPAF Oso Easy® Lemon Zest Rosa
NEW! We've evaluated yellow roses for years, looking for one that lived up to our
demands for brilliant color and excellent disease-resistance. This is it! Sunny, canary
yellow flowers do not fade to white and really light up against the glossy green foliage. It is
free-flowering, producing lots of buds which open to self-cleaning flowers. Excellent
disease-resistance makes it easy for gardeners to enjoy and its reblooming nature make it a
tru color bomb in any sunny landscape spot. Proven Winners.

j

H: 18-30" W: 18-30" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:2190$$

$$plantID:1163$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa ‘Oso Easy® Mango Salsa’

Rosa Oso Easy® Mango Salsa USPP 22,190 Oso Easy® Mango Salsa Rose
(Northern Hardy) Take a trip to the tropics in your own backyard! It's easy to do just that
with a planting of Oso Easy® Mango Salsa, another in the line of outstanding landscape
Roses that are incredibly easy to grow and incredibly disease resistant. Mango Salsa boasts
a color that will have you reaching for a cooling tropical drink with a striking, salmon-coral
hue on its small, multi-petaled flowers. The result is bunches of mango-like color backed by
clean, shiny, deep green foliage on a compact, spreading plant that begs to be planting in sweeping
groups in any sunny location. Even better than its exciting, summertime hue is the fact that this Rose is
so easy to grow, in fact, it, along with its Oso Easy® relatives, are the most rewarding, low maintenance
flowering shrubs in the summer garden. The season long color will thrill you and the compact form will
do the same! Make sure you feed this plant and all Roses regularly to get the best color and vigor.
Proven Winners.

j

H: 2-3' W: 3-4' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1163$$

$$plantID:1200$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa ‘Oso Easy® Paprika’

Rosa Oso Easy® Paprika USPP 18,347 Oso Easy® Paprika Rose
This mighty mite of a rose may be small but it blooms ferociously with a power rarely seen
in far larger plants. Glossy green foliage emerges with an attractive red tinge and densely
covers the plant, forming a compact, spreading carpet of green. Loads of tiny buds form
bunches and open starting in early June to reveal large, single, shocking red-orange flowers
with a bright yellow center. 'Oso Easy® Paprika' will bloom repeatedly through the
summer, giving you a carpet of color on a plant that requires very little care, while resisting all the usual
diseases that can plague some roses. Use this plant for low edging at the front of a bed or grouped
together to make a colorful, easy to love groundcover in a sunny, well-drained location. Proven Winners.

j

H: 12-18" W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1200$$

$$plantID:1175$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Oso Easy Peachy Cream

Rosa Oso Easy® Peachy Cream Oso Easy® Peachy Cream Rose
When Gertrude Stein wrote "A rose is a rose is a rose is a rose" she certainly had not seen
or grown Oso Easy® Peachy Cream. There is just no rose like it. With a form that is as
wide as tall, this selection forms a tight, rounded mound loaded with glossy, deep green
foliage that serves as the perfect backing for masses of double flowers that start soft peach
and mature to a soft peachy-cream color. The clouds of pastel peach begin in late May and
continue right on through the summer. Unlike some of the other Oso Easy® selections, Peachy Cream is
almost formal in appearance making it perfect for a small landscape bed, for grouping with perennials or
for using in a container for a full summer of color. Peachy Cream loves full sun, is oh so easy to care for
and will out perform almost all the other non-rose flowering shrubs in your yard Proven Winners.

j

H: 12-36" W: 12-36" Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1175$$
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ROSE:
Rosa Oso Easy® Pink Cupcake to Rosa Peachy Knock Out®
$$plantID:2191$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Oso Easy® Pink Cupcake Oso Easy® Pink Cupcake Rose
NEW! This rose is hard to resist with a continuous stream of flowers that are a delicious
shade of pink, with a touch of coral to keep it from being too sweet. Large flowers pop
against the glossy green leaves. The clean, disease-resisant foliage has reddish new growth.
Look for up to 20 petals on each flower of this floriferous, disease-resistant rose that will
thrive in full sun areas and thrill even in containers! Proven Winners.

j

H: 18-30" W: 18-30" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:2191$$

$$plantID:3793$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Oso Easy® Urban Legend® USPPAF Oso Easy® Urban Legend® Landscape Rose
NEW! Oso Easy® Urban Legend™ is the newest disease-resistant landscape rose in this
best-selling series. True-red, semi-double flowers in early summer and continue through the
first hard frost. A crown of lush yellow stamens in the center add interest and contrast. Dark
green glossy foliage resists powdery mildew and black spot. Proven Winners.

j

Rosa Oso Easy® Pink Cupcake

H: 30-40" W: 30-40" Zones: 4-9

$$plantID:3793$$

$$plantID:2096$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Paint The Town Paint the Town Rose
NEW! Glossy, dark green foliage and lush, abundantly blooming red flowers create a
perfect contrast on this disease-resistant shrub rose.Paint The Town, or your yard, red
with the tea-shaped flowers that will bloom until frost! Easy Elegance Roses.

j

H: 2-3' W: 2-3' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:2096$$

Rosa ‘Oso Easy® Urban Legend™’
$$plantID:1517$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Peace Peace Hybrid Tea Rose
World famous and no wonder! This Hybrid Tea has been performing with dignity for more than 50 years
with extra large, lemon-edged pink flowers on a rugged, tolerant plant. Unbeatable consistant!

j

H: 4-5' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1517$$

$$plantID:1176$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Peach Drift® Peach Drift Rose
(Northern Hardy) Dense and compact to a fault, Peach Drift® covers itself double,
soft Peach colored blooms from mid spring onward providing concentrated, easy care
color all season long in the landscape. With its pastel color and tight, non-straying
form, Peach Drift® will be right at home mixing company with perennials in the
garden or perennials and annuals in a container providing masses of easy care color
backed by clean, medium green foliage. Drift Roses.

j

Rosa 'Paint The Town'

H: 12-18" W: 18-24" Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1176$$

$$plantID:3904$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Peachy Keen™ PP#25,628 Peachy Keen™ Landscape Rose
NEW! This rose is an exceptionally disease resistant shrub rose. Flowers open a clear pink with a
yellow center, then fade to a soft pastel pink covering clean, dark green foliage. Plant habit is very
uniform and rounded. Blooms continually and consistently from spring through frost. This was the top
scorer for aesthetics and disease resistance for Star Roses.

j

H: 30-36" W: 36-48" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3904$$

$$plantID:4269$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Peachy Knock Out® PP25,628 The Peachy Knock Out® Rose
NEW! Don't let the delicate color of this new addition to the Knockout® Rose family fool
you. While the flower color is a peachy pink shade built on the combination of pink color
on the outside of the flower and a sunny yellow flower center, the pastel shade masks a rose
that is a landscape work horse with strong disease resistance and a desire to bloom like
crazy from spring through fall.

j

Rosa 'Peace'

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:4269$$

Rosa Peach Drift®
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ROSE:
Rosa Peppermint Pop™ to Rosa Popcorn Drift®
$$plantID:3313$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Peppermint Pop™ PP#22,172 Peppermint Pop™ Shrub Rose
NEW! A Star® Roses introduction, Peppermint Pop™ is an exquisite two toned, pink and white cupshaped rose that adds a touch of personality and drama. Re-blooms very well from spring through frost.
It also maintains a very uniform, tidy habit with the added bonus of being extremely disease resistant.

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3313$$

$$plantID:1518$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Peppermint Pop™

Rosa Perfume Delight Perfume Delight Hybrid Tea Rose
Every rose shold have this type of scent… isn't that what roses are all about?? You'll be mesmerized by
the strong, sweet old rose scent of this dependable plant and be pleased that you'll have plenty of
opportunity to experience it since has such a long blooming season, from June to September, with a
constant supply of of big, double, deep rose pink Hybrid Tea flowers that are suitable for cutting. Place
'Perfume Delight' toward the garden since it is taller and vigorous, with strong canes and big deep green
foliage that doesn't get lost in the shuffle.

j

H: 4-5' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1518$$

$$plantID:8520$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Petite Knock Out® PP30,811 Petite Knock Out® Minature Rose
NEW! Knockout Roses.

j

H: 15-18" W: 15-18" Zones: 5-10

$$plantID:8520$$

$$plantID:1177$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Perfume Delight'

Rosa Pink Drift® 18,874 Pink Drift
(Northern Hardy) While slightly wider spreading than its Drift® brethren, Pink
Drift® loses nothing in compactness as it forms a tight, spreading, pleasing form that
looks good alone in a small space or grouped together in a larger one. And don't forget
to try one or more in any large container you might have mixed with other spring and
summer bloomers for a look that will get continuous envious glances from your
neighbors. Constantly looking at the foliage covering display of single, deep pink, white eyed flowers
from May to October might just make those envious neighbors think about making your planter their
own! Drift Roses.

j

H: 1-2' W: 3-3' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1177$$

$$plantID:1528$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Petite Knock Out®

Rosa Pink Knock Out® PP18507 Pink Knock Out® Rose
The knockout legacy continues with this carefree, incredibly floriferous selection that
mimics its famous namesake with a remarkable diseaseresistant nature and performance
that will have you shaking your head in wonder. 'Pink Knockout' begins to bloom in late
May and just never stops until the cold weather begins, covering itself with flourescent
pink, single flower over deep green, shiny foliage. 'Pink Knockout' is perfect for massive to
create a low maintanance planting that will take your breath away! Knockout Roses.

j

H: 3-4' W: 4-5' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1528$$

$$plantID:1178$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Pink Drift®

Rosa Pinktopia Pinktopia Rose
(Northern Hardy) Get ready for the flowering time of your garden life with 'Pinktopia' a sparkling Easy
Elegance® selection that will have you seeing pink all summer long. 'Pinktopia' is blessed with dense
form that is filled with deep green, disease resistant foliage and a will to bloom so heavily that you might
have to send out a search party to find the foliage. Bunches of buds form in late spring and begin
opening in late May and early June to reveal 3" diameter, semi-double, medium pink colored flowers
that just never seem to stop until frost hits in early fall. It's a blooming bonanza for your landscape that
you'll have to contribute absolutely zero to make happen since 'Pinktopia' so winter hardy and so disease
resistant.

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1178$$

$$plantID:2565$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Popcorn Drift® PPAF Popcorn Drift® Groundcover Rose
Popcorn Drift® represents a new color in the Drift® series. The color starts out
yellow and fades to cream white, sometimes suffused with light pink. The overall
impression is yellow and cream; reminiscent of buttery popcorn. Drift Roses.

j

H: 1-2' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-11

$$plantID:2565$$

Rosa ‘Pink Knock Out®’
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ROSE:
Rosa 'Princess Alexandra of Kent' to Rosa Red Drift®
$$plantID:2638$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Princess Alexandra of Kent PP19828 Princess Alexandra of Kent English Rose
Named for Princess Alexandra, who is a cousin to Queen Elizabeth II. She is a keen
gardener and great lover of roses. The rose that bears her name has unusually large flowers
of a warm, glowing pink. They are full-petalled and deeply cupped in shape, enclosed in a
ring of outer petals of a softer pink and nicely poised on a well-rounded shrub. They have a
delicious fresh Tea fragrance which, interestingly, changes completely to lemon as the
flower ages – eventually taking on additional hints of blackcurrants. David Austin Roses.

j

H: 3-3' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:2638$$

$$plantID:1521$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Queen Elizabeth Queen Elizabeth Grandiflora Rose
This regal Glandiflora sets the standard for this rose type with its dependability and profusion of longstemmed bunches of clear pink blossoms.

j

Rosa 'Princess Alexandra of Kent'

H: 5-6' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1521$$

$$plantID:2639$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Queen of Sweden PP17150 Queen of Sweden English Rose
Here we have a rose of exceptional freshness and beauty. The flowers start as charming
little buds, gradually opening out to form wide but shallow cups. These are beautiful at all
stages, and have a pleasing formality of form.The color is the softest glowing pink with
hints of apricot. This rose forms a rather upright and bushy shrub and has attractive Musk
Rose foliage that is exceptionally free of disease. The growth is short to medium in height.
This is an excellent rose for bedding, borders or for arrangement in the house; the flowers lasting several
days in water. Light myrrh fragrance. David Austin Roses.

j

Rosa 'Queen Elizabeth'

H: 3-4' W: 2-2' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:2639$$

$$plantID:1201$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Rainbow Knock Out® PP17346 Rainbow Knock Out® Rose
Be dazzled by this latest addition to the 'Knockout' Rose family that sports single flowers in
massive numbers, featuring an ever-changing mixture of coral, yellow, pink and cream
shades. Like all 'Knockouts', 'Rainbow Knockout' is less like a rose and more like the
easiest, most rewarding flowering shrub anyone put in a landscape, with great disease
resistance, superb foliage and an ability to bloom unabated while being virtual ignored by
you! Its long, brilliant bloom season and its easy care nature will make you want to use 'Rainbow
Knockout' in any sunny location possible! Knockout Roses.

j

H: 2-3' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8
Rosa 'Queen of Sweden'

$$plantID:1201$$

$$plantID:2645$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Rambling Red Rambling Red Climbing Rose
Long stems load up with masses of fully double, rich medium red colored flowers starting in June and
continuing into the summer.

j

H: 6-10' W: 6-10' Zones: 3-9

$$plantID:2645$$

$$plantID:3532$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Raspberry Rugostar® PP#15,937 Raspberry Rugostar® Groundcover Rose
NEW! A true groundcover version of the popular Rugosa rose. Deep pink blooms cover this low
growing plant, beginning in June and lasting throughout the warm months. A light clove fragrance fills
the air and enhances the appeal of this incredibly hardy and disease tolerant shrub.

j

H: 2-3' W: 3-4' Zones: 4-9

$$plantID:3532$$

Rosa ‘Rainbow Knock Out®’

$$plantID:1179$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Red Drift® PP17877 Red Drift® Rose
(Northern Hardy) Slightly different in form with a more cascading look rather than
the more tight, compact, rounded look or its relatives, Red Drift® will bring a great,
pendulous element to your landscape or a container with a flowing form that is
accentuated by its massive bunches of small, eye catching red double flowers. Like all
Drift® Roses, Red Drift® blooms long and powerfully from late May to mid fall and
will be a low maintenance wonder along a walkway, in a small landscape sliver or in a container where
its somewhat draping form make you gasp with delight. Drift Roses.

j

H: 1-2' W: 2-3' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1179$$

Rosa 'Rambling Red'
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ROSE:
Rosa Screaming Neon Red™ to Rosa 'Sunsprite'
$$plantID:3203$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Screaming Neon Red™ Screaming Neon Red™ Shrub Rose
NEW! Intense color, superior performance. Screaming Neon Red™ is sure to be a
standout for any garden. With vibrant flower power and repeat blooms throughout the
season, this compact rose is the perfect choice as an accent or mass planting. Remarkably
rich, disease resistant, dark green foliage provides the perfect backdrop to neon-red
blooms. Foliage turns a lovely burgundy-red in fall. Comes with the renowned Easy
Elegance Rose repeat blooming and disease resistance. Easy Elegance Roses.

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 4-9

$$plantID:3203$$

$$plantID:2640$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Screaming Neon Red™

Rosa Strawberry Hill PPAF Strawberry Hill English Rose
Strawberry Hill bears medium sized, pure rose pink, cupped rosettes of superb quality.
Their color gradually pales to a lighter pink at the edges of the petals, eventually exposing
glimpses of yellow stamens at the center. The growth is tall, vigorous and rather informal,
with small clusters of blooms held on slightly arching brances. Strawberry Hill is very
healthy with glossy, dark green foliage.A strong and delicious myrrh and (heather) honey
fragrance. Strawberry Hill was awarded the Prix d'Honneur for fragrance from Nantes in 2007. David
Austin Roses.

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:2640$$

$$plantID:8736$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Sun Flare PP05001 Sun Flare Rose
NEW!
Rosa 'Strawberry Hill'

j

H: 3-4" W: 2-3" Zones: 5-10

$$plantID:8736$$

$$plantID:1180$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Sunny Knock Out® PP18,562 Sunny Knock Out® Rose
(Northern Hardy)Welcome the first non-pink or red flower color to the Knockout Rose
family to your garden! It will stand out because of its color, there's no doubt about that, but
it will also stand out because of it's extreme vigor, outstanding disease resistance and a
bloom that will make your heart melt. Loads of buds top deep green foliage from May to
October, continually opening to reveal bright yellow, single, 3" diameter flowers that
mature to creamy yellow as they age. The plants clean themselves, dropping their spent petals to
promote garden neatness, and they are perfect for grouping in the landscape, getting them established in
any sunny area then letting them alone to do their thing which will be to make your landscape look great
without taxing you in the care process!! Knockout Roses.
Rosa ‘Sunny Knock Out®’

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1180$$

$$plantID:4561$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Sunset Horizon Sunset Horizon Rose
NEW! Sure to brighten up any garden, this rose produces a large volume of flowers full
of yellow and bright orange. It is easy to care for and attracts butterflies and pollinators.
Plants That Work.

j

H: 2-3' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:4561$$

$$plantID:1967$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Sunset Horizon

Rosa Sunshine Daydream™ PPAF Sunshine Daydream™ Grandiflora Rose
There is no denying the beauty of this rose and no denying its toughness. Free blooming all summer with
bunches of big light, sunny yellow flowers, 'Sunshine Daydream' also performs magnificently when it
comes to disease resistance. As tough as any landscape rose you can think of, this selection also is on its
own root meaning it is cold hardy and the perfect 'no hassle' rose for your garden!

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:1967$$

$$plantID:1523$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Sunsprite Sunsprite Floribunda Rose
Rated one of the world's top ten roses, 'Sinsprite' will captivated you with its immense capacity to
bloom, long-lasting yellow color, and its sweet licorice scent that will have you salivating. Combine
those great traits with a dense, compact form and shiny, green, disease resistant foliage and you can see
why this plant deserves all the accolates.

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1523$$

Rosa Sunshine Daydream™
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ROSE:
Rosa Sweet Drift® to Rosa The White Drift®
$$plantID:1182$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Sweet Drift® Sweet Drift Rose
(Northern Hardy) Even without the outstanding flowers that Sweet Drift® features,
you would probably love this plant just because of its incredibly glossy, deep green
foliage that, by itself, makes this plant jump out in any landscape situation. Its clear,
fully double, light pink flowers will make it jump even more with a display of pastel
blooming power that will make you admire it spring, summer and into fall. Its tight
low form, foliage and bloom combine to make it a great mixer in perennial gardens, a complemetary
wonder in a mixed container or an eye catching groundcover when massed in the landscape. Drift Roses.

j

H: 1-2' W: 2-3' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1182$$

Rosa Sweet Drift®

$$plantID:3906$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Sweet Fragrance PP#19,969 Sweet Fragrance Hybrid Tea Rose
NEW! Hybrid tea-shaped buds in striking shades of coral and orange accented by a deep yellow base
swirl open to full, fragrant, apricot blossoms. Each bloom matures to salmon-pink, adding interest with
the impressive range of tropical colors. Ever-blooming clusters of buds and flowers are held on sturdy
canes, making Sweet Fragrance the perfect choice for cutting. A vigorous and upright grower with
exceptional disease-resistance.

j

H: 2-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3906$$

$$plantID:3530$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa The Alnwick® Rose The Alnwick® Rose
NEW! Pretty rich pink, cup shaped buds gradually open to a deeply cupped flower; later
developing into a broad, full-petalled, shallow cup of a soft pink which is paler at the outer
edges. The fragrance is classic Old Rose, with just a hint of raspberry. The plentiful
polished green foliage perfectly compliments the flowers. David Austin Roses.

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-10

$$plantID:3530$$

$$plantID:1529$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa The Fairy The Fairy Rose
(Northern Hardy) A tough, reliable performer. Compact habit with prolific, small, double-pink flowers.
Excellent choice for a flowering low hedge in sunny areas.

j

H: 2-3' W: 3-5' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1529$$

$$plantID:2641$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa The Generous Gardener® The Generous Gardener® English Rose
A rose of delicate charm - its flowers being beautifully formed; their color a soft glowing
pink at the center, shading to palest pink on the outer petals. When the petals open they
expose numerous stamens, providing an almost water lily-like effect.It has strong, elegantly
arching growth with polished dark green foliage. This rose would produce a wonderful
effect towards the back of the border. It will also make an excellent climber and is highly
disease-resistant. David Austin Roses.

j

Rosa 'The Fairy'

H: 4-5' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:2641$$

$$plantID:4009$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa The Poet's Wife PPAF The Poet's Wife English Shrub Rose

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-10

$$plantID:4009$$

Rosa The Generous Gardener®
$$plantID:3194$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa The White Drift® PP15,960 The White Drift® Rose
NEW! The White Drift® Rose is the newest addition to the prized Drift® series. It
has clean, bright white, fully double blooms. It has a true ground cover habit, with the
superior disease resistance you have come to expect from a Drift® Groundcover
Rose. Drift Roses.

j

H: 12-18" W: 24-30" Zones: 5-11

$$plantID:3194$$

Rosa The Poet's Wife
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ROSE:
Rosa ‘Thomas A Beckett’ to Rosa 'White Dawn'
$$plantID:4008$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Thomas A Beckett Thomas A Beckett Shrub Rose
NEW! The old world fragrance is strong and full of lemon zest on these red open flowers.
The medium sized flowers are loose and informal and tend to nod attractivly on the shrub
like form. It is that natural shrub like form that makes this rose at home in the mixed bed or
along a fence line. The red color is hard to describe and even harder to photograph, as the
light red petals age they take on a carmine hue. David Austin Roses.

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-10

$$plantID:4008$$

$$plantID:3315$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Watercolors' Home Run®

Rosa Thrive!® PP23,549 Thrive!® Shrub Rose
Thrive!® is a hardy shrub rose with prolific, long-lasting, fiery red blooms. We would expect nothing
less from a descendant of The Knockout Rose®. It was its ability to hold its own as a strong and healthy
rose that got it selected as one of the Top 10 Roses at the UGA Trail Gardens in 2012.

j

H: 4-5' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3315$$

$$plantID:2642$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Tranquility PPAF Tranquility English Rose
The English Musk Roses are notable for the perfection of their flowers and 'Tranquillity'
lives up to this reputation. The flowers are of a beautifully rounded shape with neatly placed
petals, making up a perfect rosette. The opening buds are lightly tinged with yellow but as
the flowers open they become pure white. There is a light apple fragrance.The growth is
upright, gradually curving outwards at the top. It has typical light green Musk Rose foliage
and is almost thornless. David Austin Roses.
Rosa ‘Thomas A Beckett’

j

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:2642$$

$$plantID:1951$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Valentines Day PP#17,687 Valentines Day Climbing Rose
I am sure Robert Burns was talking about Valentine’s Day when he wrote A Red Red Rose since no rose
can get any redder! A saturated deep red stays true from the inner most petal to the outermost petals
creating a miniflora bouquet of the deepest red. Dark green leaves stay clean and show off
the truly double flowers that repeat bloom from late spring till fall on both new and old wood. A smaller
climbing rose this makes for a welcome addition to porches, low fences, balconies or even a large
container with a trellis for the patio. Plant in full to part sun with moist, well-draining soils. Prune off
spent blooms to encourage a repeat performance!

j

H: 6-10' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:1951$$

Rosa Thrive™

$$plantID:3310$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Watercolors Home Run® Watercolors Home Run® Rose
NEW! Great color with great disease resistance make this rose a landscape must! Buds form in May
and open throughout the summer showing off yellow single flowers with a pnk blush that deepens as the
flower ages. Long blooming! Superb, long blooming color. Easy care and hardy with great disease
resistance. Perfect for use singly or in a mass planting and will thrive in a deck or patio container

j

H: 2-3' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3310$$

$$plantID:1501$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa 'Tranquility'

Rosa White Dawn White Dawn Climbing Rose
An old timer that just keeps performing. You'll love the profusion of medium size, double white flowers
produced thoughout the growing season by this tough, aggressive grower. Deep green, lustrous, disease
resistant foliage serves as a great backdrop for bloom bunches that are produced on both new and old
wood.

j

H: 10-12' W: 10-12' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1501$$
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ROSE:
Rosa 'White Out' to Rosa 'Yellow Submarine'
$$plantID:1203$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa White Knock Out® PP20,273 White Knock Out® Rose
NEW! Bred by the creator of Knockout®, White Out™ brings strong growth and excellent
disease resistance to the garden along with an unending succession of single white flowers
surrounding a center of golden stamens that will populate the garden from May through
October. Think of White Out™ as a more compact, vigorous 'Iceberg'...it will have that
kind of effect on the garden. In fact, the breeder feels it's the best white shrub rose that has
been introduced in decades...a strong endorsement from such a talented breeder. Try it yourself in groups
to form a mass of white bloom that is even more pronounced when backed by the nearly black green
foliage this selection serves up on each dense, compact plant.

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 4-10

$$plantID:1203$$

Rosa 'White Out'

$$plantID:1500$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa William Baffin William Baffin Climbing Rose
(Northern Hardy) This selection marries beautiful bloom and extreme hardiness to create a rose that is
beautiful, even in the cold places that roses fear to go. Big, beautiful clusters of double, deep pink
blossoms grace arching, spreading canes and are backed by deep, dark, disease-resistant foliage on this
terrific, own-root plant.

j

H: 8-10' W: 8-10' Zones: 3-8

$$plantID:1500$$

$$plantID:1209$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Winchester Cathedral PP8141 Winchester Cathedral English Rose
(Northern Hardy) 'Winchester Cathedral', besides being graced with an instantly
recognizable name, is a plant graced with the same easy going nature and form of its
parent. 'Mary Rose'. That's a great thing for your garden because the same floriferous nature
is evident, too, meaning the plant is continually ablaze with big, double, loosely cupped,
pure white flowers with a strong, pleasing old rose scent. These blooms are perfect for
cutting and bringing inside and there will always be plenty on this dense, full growing plant with deep
foliage that shows off the bloom even more. David Austin Roses.

j

Rosa 'William Baffin'

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1209$$

$$plantID:3305$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Winners Circle™ Winners Circle™ Climbing Rose
NEW! This superb climber from the breeder of The Knock Out® Rose is sure to become a household
favorite. Highly disease resistant and winter hardy to zone 5, it is one of the most floriferous climbers.
The brilliant fire engine red color is non-fading and can takes the summer heat. In the fall, the semiglossy foliage turns deep burgundy red and is home to bright orange hips.

j

H: 10-12' W: 4-5' Zones: 5-9

Rosa 'Winchester Cathedral'

$$plantID:3305$$

$$plantID:2643$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Wollerton Old Hall Wallerton Old Hall English Rose
NEW! This is the most fragrant of this year's new varieties and, indeed, one of the most
fragrant of all English Roses, with a distinctive myrrh scent. The plump buds have attractive
flashes of red. These open to form round, rich buttery yellow colored blooms which
eventually pale to a softer creamy color. Even when the flowers are fully open, they retain
their beautifully rounded chalice shape. It forms a particularly healthy and bushy shrub with
many stems shooting from the base. It remains relatively upright and has few thorns David Austin Roses.

j

H: 4-5' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:2643$$

$$plantID:1204$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Yellow Submarine Yellow Submarine Rose
(Northern Hardy) 'Yellow Submarine' may be the best yellow, own-root Rose available. That is a pretty
strong statement but once you see this easy care, free bloomer in action, you'll wonder why you would
grow any other yellow Rose, period! This selection is hardy, vigorous and upright growing with lustrous,
medium green foliage and bud clusters that never seem to run out of buds! These buds begin to open in
late May revealing big, double, deep lemon yellow flowers that seem to jump off the plant. Their color,
size and form are in stark contrast to other own-root yellows and its vigorous, disease resistant nature is
at least the equal to all the other Roses in this class. 'Yellow Submarine' will bloom continuously through
the summer and will provide various pleasing shades of yellow color as they age to pastel yellow and
finally to near white before they go by. Its blooms are suitable for cutting and its easy care nature means
you only have to provide a sunny spot to make this plant shine once established. Plant 'Yellow
Submarine' in groups and in amongst summer blooming perennials for an unforgettable show!

j

Rosa 'Wollerton Old Hall'

H: 3-4' W: 2-3' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1204$$
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ROSE:
Rosa 'Zephirine Driuhin' to Rosa virginiana ''
$$plantID:2647$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa Zephirine Drouhin Zephirine Drouhin Climbing Rose
An old rose making a modern comeback! Big bunches of clustered, loosely formed pink flowers on
thornless stems amaze with their sweet scent.

j

H: 8-12' W: 8-12' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:2647$$

$$plantID:4686$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa cv. Celestial Night™ PPAF Celestial Night™ Floribunda Rose
NEW! This Floribunda is an extraordinary landscape rose that boasts large, double ruffled, plum-purple
blooms. They also make a nice addition to a flower arrangements. Their beauty is long lasting,
blooming late spring through fall.
Rosa 'Zephirine Driuhin'

j

H: 36-48" W: 24-36" Zones: 4-10

$$plantID:4686$$

$$plantID:1597$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa cv. Celestial Night™

Rosa palustris Swamp Rose
This wide ranging native is a staple of moist areas but is
perfectly happy to grow in any landscape location and is a
plant that brings a lot to the American Beauties landscape.
Round and rather dense, it has deep green, 7 leaflet foliage that
covers the plant well and provides excellent cover and nesting
for a long list of native birds and small mammals. Even better,
Swamp Rose has a long blooming period with 3" diameter
single flowers of bold pink starting in June and continuing into September. These flowers provide a
constant source of nectar for native bees and butterflies while the fruit from these flowers are a great bird
food source. Plant this selection on its own or in groups and you and the local wildlife will love what it
adds to the garden. American Beauties Native Plants®.

j

H: 6-7' W: 6-7' Zones: 3-8

$$plantID:1597$$

$$plantID:4663$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa rugosa Lotty's Love™ PP22,570 Lotty's Love™ Rose
NEW! This rose is a hybrid Rugosa with a strong cinnamon fragrance emanating from
its large semi double 4-5" flowers that bloom through the season. The color of this rose
has been described as mauve or beetroot purple, suffused with magenta as each flower
matures. The eye is streaked with white and it boasts golden yellow stamens that contrast
nicely with the petals. Like the species the foliage is a dark green and glossy, it's resistant to the common
fungal diseases and it has a nice upright and bushy habit. Own root. First Editions.

j
Rosa rugosa Lotty's Love™

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 3-10

$$plantID:4663$$

$$plantID:5054$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa rugosa Pink Pavement

j

H: 4-6" W: 3-4" Zones: 3-9

$$plantID:5054$$

$$plantID:1598$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa rugosa Pink Pavement

Rosa virginiana Virginiana Rose
Create a beautiful wildlife bonanza in your landscape with this
American Beauties rose that everyone and every critter will
prize! Virginia Rose is easy to grow with an abundance of deep
brown, thorny stems that produce a considerable, spreading
shrub covered with dark green foliage. The dense foliage
provides a perfect living environment for birds and critters and
they line up to live near this plant due to the gastronomic
goodies it produces. Flowers open starting in June and continue right through August displaying a single,
pink petalled, yellow centered, 2-3" diameter bloom that native bees, butterflies, and hummingbirds can't
wait to visit. Adding to this food value, as fall nears, big, bright red rose hips mature providing a banquet
for a who's who of native songbirds that lasts well into winter. Virginia Rose tolerates most any soil
except one that's overly wet, thrives in full sun or partial shade and is one of the easiest, most rewarding
roses you'll ever grow. American Beauties Native Plants®.

j

H: 5-6' W: 6-7' Zones: 3-8

$$plantID:1598$$
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ROSE:
Rosa x Flamingo Kolorscape® to
$$plantID:3563$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa x Flamingo Kolorscape® Flamingo Kolorscape® Rose
NEW! This long blooming rose will provide a border or container with vibrant pink color spring
through fall. It's self cleaning so maintenance is low, and no deadheading is needed. Its fruitful
fragrance brings delight to any flower bouquet.

j

H: 36-48" W: 24-28" Zones: 5-9

$$plantID:3563$$

$$plantID:1520$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa X Purple Pavement Purple Pavement Rose
A dense, rounded mound of a plant with a continuous show of semi-double purple-crimson flowers. Very
hardy with bright red, bird attracting hips in the fall and winter months.

j

H: 2-3' W: 3-4' Zones: 3-8

Rosa x Flamingo Kolorscape®

$$plantID:1520$$

$$plantID:1524$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa X Snow Pavement Snow Pavement Rose
(Northern Hardy) So tough, so tolerant, so easy to grow, yet such a great rose for the garden. Snow
Pavement gives you everything you want in a rose without any of the "Hybrid Tea" hassles! Related to
Rosa rugosa. It has taken this plant's toughness and put it in a much refined form that is low, dense, and
spreading and one that also delivers lots of bloom from June through September. Flowers buds appear
constanly and open to fluffy, pale lavender, semi-double flowers that age to pale blush pink and, finally,
to pure white. Blooms have the added bonus of being very fragrant while leaving big round hips behind
post-bloom that color up bright red in the fall. Snow Pavement loves full sun and is rock against the
normal disease problems that can plague roses.

j

H: 2-3' W: 3-5' Zones: 4-8

$$plantID:1524$$

$$plantID:1525$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa X Tropicana Tropicana Hybrid Tea Rose
One of the world's most famous roses and with good reason! Floriferous to a fault, this Hybrid Tea
produces sweet, fruity-scented coral-orange blossoms throughout the growing season that are perfect for
cutting.

j

H: 3-4' W: 3-4' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:1525$$

$$plantID:4509$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rosa x rugosa 'Topaz Jewel' PP6,793 Topaz Jewel Hybrid Rugosa Rose
NEW!

j

H: 2-5' W: 5-7' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:4509$$

ROSA `CHERRY FROST` - CL
$$plantID:4927$$ %%catName:Rose%%

ROSA `CHERRY FROST` - CL Cherry Frost™ PPAF Cherry Frost Climbing Rose
NEW!
H: 2-3' W: 4-6' Zones: 4-8
$$plantID:4927$$

Rubus
$$plantID:3996$$ %%catName:Rose%%

Rubus idaeus Meeker Meeker Red Raspberry
NEW! This tried and true selection was developed by Washington State University back in 1967 and
features brilliant red fruit that is highly sweet and perfect for home gardeners. Aggressive growing,
expect a great July harvest after a strong May flower bloom.

j { 1 y x

H: 4-10' W: 3-10' Zones: 5-8

$$plantID:3996$$
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